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Wedding Celebrations 

 

English translation: 

 

After the engagement comes the wedding. Weddings in Ethiopia, as I’ve mentioned, are 

huge affairs. There are lots of bridesmaids and groomsmen, there are many relatives, lots 

of raw meat, meat, lots of oxen and sheep are butchered, chickens, too. And it’s a big 

thing, of course, according to the means of whoever’s throwing the wedding; people can’t 

necessarily afford all these things. It’s often the bride’s family that pays, but this is 

different according to the region, the family, depending on how the people live.  

 

Along with the wedding, there are a few auxiliary parties. One such party that Tigre 

people throw – maybe some Amharas celebrate it as well, I don’t know – is called genfo 

or gat. Gat is in Tigrinya, genfo is in Amharic. Genfo is a certain type of food. This is a 

party just for women. The bride-to-be invites all her female relatives, friends and family, 

and starting in the morning, genfo is made, there’s a lot of music and lots of dancing, they 

drink together and there’s some serious dancing. This type of party, called genfo, is a 

celebration for women.  

 

Another is on the day of the wedding. The bride starts out at her place with her relatives 

and the groom at his place with his relatives and they get ready. After that, when the time 

comes, the groom drives to the bride’s house, with his groomsmen following in their cars. 

Usually, in Addis Ababa, they go in white Mercedes’. He goes to the bride’s house and 

then they go to the church together. Here, in America, the groom and bride don’t see each 

other until they get to the church, but there, they go together to the church. In the church, 

after the mass is conducted, they take communion together and are married; they leave 

and go to a hall or some hotel for their reception. That’s the event that the most people go 

to. They drink, they eat, they party, the large cake is cut, champagne is opened, and 

everybody enjoys themselves.  

 

Another type is the civil ceremony. The husband and wife must go and be registered 

legally and this is done on another day. And then, after a week or even some months, 

there’s a thing called the mels
1
 . In English, mels means “answer” and it’s another party 

but it is not thrown by the husband and wife but by someone else, either someone who is 

very close to them, a close friend or relative. It’s often thrown by relatives, not the 

mother or father. So they go to the mels and – usually, the mels is much smaller than the 

wedding, but it’s the same sort of party. Like a wedding – there isn’t that much–  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 a party given for newlyweds 
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